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About This Game

Shoot 'em up! The former soldier Crab have to holster up his old Parabellum guns. He must wreak massive havoc to
clean up the Big Ocean from villains and get revenge for his friends. Destroy the unrestrained mafia gang led by giant

octopus in the best tradition of top-down and scroll-action shooters.

But old Crab is not alone. His longtime friend Turtlon, his comrade-in-arms, will help you on that battlefield. Will you be able to
smash all the enemies and inscribe your names in the Oceanic Book of glory?

In addition to Parabellum there will be more weapons in your arsenal: Ingram, Shotgun, Auto Shotgun, Machinegun and even
Bazooka.

This cocky gang has come to believe in their exclusivity and omnipotence so strongly that they found a way of self-cloning.
These rascals continually multiply with caviar, which they cultivate in themselfs. And as if the Big Ocean itself helps you to

clear the territory periodically generating super-buffs and inspiring fear and trembling in the souls of your enemies.

...“Enough! I'll find 'em, then I'll find their boss... and I'll spill the caviar of his henchmen right to his feet. And then I'll kill him. It's
time to put an end to their oppression. Nobody can't stop me!”...

 Let's go, glorious soldier! In the name of water and arthropods!
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I love beat'em ups and Bud Spencer movies, but this is not fun. I also love the art style, but...
Fights to easy and repetitive, no challenge there. But the real problem are the mini games. I stopped when I got to hot dog eating
contest. 3 minutes !!!! of some sort of rock-band game play.
Too bad.. For me, the overall negatives of this game outweigh the positives, but your mileage may vary.

Cons:
- My main criticism is that the game is extraordinarily easy, to the point it has almost no challenge even on the hardest difficulty
aside from the bonus collection items. Even casual games should have some semblance of brainteasing, but I personally found
the main gameplay in Crimson Lily boring and disengaging. This is the 78th HOG I've played, and it consistently had the easiest
puzzles out of all of them.
-Although the game does contain a decent variety of puzzle and minigame types - HOS, detective scenes, tile sliding, tile
rotation, memory challenges, sequencing challenges, rope puzzles, object use puzzles, etc., there wasn't anything I haven't
already done ad nauseam (and done better) in other games. This feels like a generic rehash of genre tropes (ex."Oh look, a key is
stuck in a door and I have a sheet of paper...")
- Many of the minigames are not colorblind friendly, so if that is a concern for you I would definitely skip this title.
- A few of the HOS have multiple items that fit a given word clue, such as having two different types of razors in the same
puzzle. Not a huge deal, even when playing with the highest click penalty, but it's one of my personal pet peeves.
- While the overall plot ended up being more cohesive than usual for the genre, certain developments, dialogue, and puzzle
solutions along the way had me shaking my head and rolling my eyes. There were many exclamations of "really?" and "that's not
how that works..." while playing.
I think because this is a more realistic detective story without the usual trappings of supernatural elements, steampunk
Victoriana, or exploitative exoticism, any time it didn't conform to realistic expectations felt that much more jarring.
- The journal only shows your objectives and the handful of photos you collect, and does not have any recaps, notes, or
additional insight into the story itself.
- The voice actors themselves aren't terrible, but it's clear they were doing blind readings of their lines with no context or
direction as to where to put the right emphasis or inflection. The line "Who, David?" is one glaring example of this, since the
wrong word was clearly stressed. There are also a few grammatical errors in the translation, which got incorporated verbatim
into the voice acting to almost comedic effect, such as when the poshest character in the game blurts out a highly-enunciated
"What we gonna do about it?"
- The translation errors continue into the hidden object word clues, with a globus cruciger labeled as a "golden apple" and a
motorcycle helmet labeled as "helmet motor." Honestly, though, I've seen much, much worse; this wasn't enough of a problem to
impact gameplay.
- There are some glitches with the bonus collection items, especially towards the end of the game - the last several snowflakes
and origami animals did not disappear once clicked on, even though the game registered them as found. I also noticed a few
times where the snowflake collection item graphic was used as general non-clickable background decoration, such as on the salt
bag and in two different HOS.
- I don't really have any complaints about the overall graphic design or aesthetics, but the cutscenes were a bit blurry and
pixelated at times.

Pros:
- I did not play on easy, but I saw from the selection screen that the game does have a built-in map feature showing where
actions are still available, so if you are the type of player who finds the adventure elements frustrating in these types of games
you might find that helpful.
- Unlike other HOGs which make you constantly re-find multiple copies of the same tool (seriously, how many tweezers,
hammers, and pickaxes does the average human really just have laying around?), this game has you hold onto each tool in your
inventory until you have done absolutely everything you can with it. It's a small nicety, but one I appreciate.
- The biggest plus of this game is that it lets you replay the story as many times as you want with the same profile, and saves
your achievement progress across replays. That means if, like me, you only missed one origami animal on your first
playthrough, but collected literally everything else, you can simply jump right back in and focus on looking for that final item
for 100% completion. (The rest of the collection items will still reappear in the game, but once you collect the one you need you
will immediately get the achievement.) This may seem like a no-brainer, but I can't tell you how many HOGs have a "one play
per profile" limitation, coupled with an "unlock all achievements" achievement, forcing you to start from absolute zero if you
miss anything.. English:
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Is it allowed to talk about "a wonderful game" when the game is about depression and suicide? Overall a short but really thought-
provoking game. While playing it you already think about what's going on and try to solve it yourself. The music fits perfectly.
The graphics aren't hyped up, they are discreet in a world of sad thoughts. Definitely recommend it! Hope the developer will
release more kind of that game.

Deutsch:
Kann man sagen "ein schönes Spiel", wenn es um Depressionen und Selbstmord geht? Ein sehr gelungenes, wenn auch kurzes
Spiel, das einen nachdenklich macht. Hervorragend ist, dass man sich noch während dem Spielen seine Gedanken macht und
versucht alles was man sieht, was man liest, zu interpretieren. Stimmungsvoll unterlegt mit Musik. Auch dieser nicht zu
überdrehte, leicht zurück genommene Grafikstil passt zu den traurigen Gedanken. Eine klare Empfehlung von mir. Hoffe die
Entwickler werden weitere solcher Games veröffentlichen.. Currently i cannot recommend trhis game.

Back when the trailer emerged in summer of 2014, it looke d pretty cool.
Until that is, i bought and saw nearly none of the mechanics were even implemented, the game and trailer were nothing alike.
I know the items and such are meant to be comedic but half of it is just plain weird♥♥♥♥♥♥ Why the hell would i need a
cruise ship in space, it serves no purpose.

Ive played for about two hours over the course of a year. i check in every couple months to see if it has changed.

Someday im sure itll be a terrific game but as of now it licks.. City builder, that you can continue expanding or just expand over
time with amount of ppl. I Kind wish they could unlock certain structures without need of colonist. it just means you need build
2 sawmills and logger because best consistency. As far as I can see. Green areas after you cleared them are best area to place
well and farms. Keep that in mind.

If you run out food you have to place hunter. I wondering how many people do you need to get fish monger guy come in
because that just silly. Either you have buy it or you have let your place get ransacked by bandits, because appreciation value to
town goes down, did I mention that structures cost money, You may need to lower prices some those structures. Or increase
money of level because it wasn't enough.

My advice when first play, don't check mark bandits on, even though you will get income. Oasis effect might be no murders
which like what, your killing animals to get food, cutting trees? Little bit of human murder seems out of reach for some people.

Randomize map to your preference? Could we have editor or edit our own maps?

Game itself is okay not something you tell your friends just yet status. I like keep this until gets little better, like shack to house
upgrades would be nice.
Walls and guard houses to prevent raiding of bandit and wild animal nature.
Town-center upgrades means territory expands you think that be case or warehouse for purchasing would expand too. You can
purchase live animals too.

Warehouses are essential to storing things I kind wish you can build them prior before they place all stuff on ground because
they never pick them up. Which kind similar to some games. I don't know how remedy that situation.

Feed them you click character and click resource and eat, water and drink. Easy option unlike some other games...only issue I
have each match is that game has shortage of laborers and housing and I don't think that case, but housing I build ends up
housing not for people in town but new people. Maybe there something amiss with that?

upgrading the houses might been better situation for me, because you can only fit three ppl per shack.

How much do you get in return? You can only sell material get good return. You have play game itself, I played it I found wood
being good surplus, and meat, but stone is good too. But skins you have keep for making clothing.
Reality it was used for daily life in old days...it essential during the winter time otherwise you become one dead person.

. I LOVE this game so far, I agree with the frequent suggestions by other people. Add a torso and despawn pucks. Also id love
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to be able to hit the puck away with my stick once its on the ground but atm the stick just goes through it.. I find this product to
be very time consuming as I havent tried painting before, but Black Ink is a very nice program to use. It can make people
without talent do a unique design in a few minutes, and a professional do some amazing artwork. I recommend buying this if
you have a hobby for art, also can be used by professionals but I am unsure if there are better programs out there for
professionals to use.. My friends judge me,
I judge me,
But I don't care...
Just leave me alone so I can spend an hour putting logs in a woodchipper.. Fun and quite challenging at times. I played a similar
game on the PS3 and absolutely fell in love with that version, my friends would come over just to help complete levels. While
this version didn't have quite the same impact on me, the gameplay is on par and I would highly recommend picking up this
version if a good challenge appeals to you.
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I added this to my wishlist without knowing much about it. I honestly thought this was going to be a short walking simulator
game like The Old City or Dear Esther. Imagine my surpirse when I booted this up for the first time. Completely caught of
guard.

This is a fast paced game that chucks you in the deep end. All you have to do is get the edge of the screen. There will be giant
Vines and Blades blocking your way and closing in on you as you play, so its no walk in the park. You dont really get time to
stop and think what to do, you just have concentrate and keep moving. You have to survive for 100 levels with one life. If you
die, its back to level one. This gets annoying but it would be pretty bland if you had checkpoints. Having one life keeps this
intense and exciting.

Its simple so theres not much to love and not much to hate really. It is just a bit of fun. There are only two things that annoyed
me. The hit boxes are unreliable and can screw you over. You can get abosered by the Vines and still live or you clip the tip of
one of the spikes and die instantly. Its not too big a problem, but when you are on a good run and get killed by something that
just barely touched you it can get quite infuriating. The other problem is the ending. This game doesnt try to have a story but it
throws in an odd ending that doesnt really fit. It feels like its just there to try and make the game seem more meaningful.

However, these don't ruin the game by any means. Its still a fun and tense game that is alright for the 30p I paid for it. If you
have some money in your Steam Wallet from selling cards and you want to get rid of it, buy this. You'll either love it or hate it..
Very good, indy game that feels like a 3d take on old classics. I has very simple game mechanics but has a unique feel to it.
Needless to say, I highly recommend it, especially considering it will only get better with time since it's early access.

As a side note, as I was playing it my kids came over and insisted on playing, and now it's one of their favorite games. It's
probably a little violent for them but since there isn't any blood I don't think there's much harm in it.. Way too many bugs
appears when you start to go deeper in the engine

Unless you get it for at 50% off, do not waste your money with this below average software

Try DragonBones, it's better and free

Also the developers pretty much gave up on this software.. Make me fell i can fly and free. Make no mistake, you are getting
alot of bang for your buck with this game.
This is the second entry in the Lost Lands series and there is alot to see and do. Good Gameplay, good Puzzles and a pretty good
story. Not 100% perfect but very good indeed and well worth the money in my opinion.

If you are a Hidden Object Game enthusiast, this is pretty much a must have for your collection!. This is an underrated gem. So
many tropes, so many great levels, this is truly a wonderful single-player experience that any FPS fan can adore.

Great characters, good story, and fun gameplay. Play it now.. its awfull you're better off playing a beat em' up flash game than
pay money for this. Too simple for that price
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